C# PROGRAMMER

Phi Tech is a young, fast growing company that is dedicated to develop cutting edge solutions for its partners and create personalized, up to the minute and usable own products. Founded by people with many years of experience in embedded systems, security and artificial intelligence, looking for team members. Part-timer, freelancers, students or women on maternity leave are welcome.

POSITION

Junior or mid-experienced C# programmer for our core team. The job is flexible depending on the knowledge, experience and abilities – from creating test components and individual program modules up to taking ownership over customer projects or parts of our core development.

WE REQUIRE

• Brain
• Working knowledge of C#
• Willingness to learn
• Reasonable knowledge of English

WE OFFER

• Flexible working hours
• High level mentoring
• Participation in interesting projects under the guidance of experienced experts
• Engagement in the development of our own products
• Interesting compensation, depending on the level of productivity and the willingness to learn new things
• Flexible working time at 2 possible locations in Prague 1 and Prague 6, or home office
• Flexible relationship: Full-time or part-time employment, or a contract-based work.

Please send us your CV in Czech and English at: klara@phitech.io
More information about Phi Technologies at www.phitech.io